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English

The monument of Santa Eulalia de Bóveda, asummary of the known history
Enrique Jorge MONTENEGRO RÚA

The discovery
The first news about the monument came to light in 1926, when it was announced that an
underground vaulted structure with splendid mural paintings had been discovered in a remote
part of the province of lugo, more specifically under the atrium of the parish church of Santa
Eulalia de Bóveda in Mera.
José María Penado, the parish priest, managed to get into the space where tradition had it
that there was another church underneath the present one, which was built towards the end
of the 18th century. After reading about the building of the church and confirming that the
older one might be underneath the atrium, he dug a hole over two metres deep until he came
across a hollow which led to a hole roughly one meter wide and six and a half metres long,
formed by the foot of a vault.
he must have been very surprised when his sight became used to the dark and he started to make
out the shapes and colours of diﬀerent kinds of birds, painted among various plants that covered
the whole vault.
The truth is that these events actually happened some years previously, around 1914, although they
were not published until the Provincial Committee for historical and Artistic Monuments of lugo
became aware of the discovery.
Guided by Vitoriano Sánchez latas, the President of the Provincial Government at the time, luis
lópez-Martí, member of the committee and curator of the Diocesan Museum, and Ricardo García
Puig, the provincial architect, managed to visit the signicant ruins for the rst time on 20 June
1926. They documented the remains they saw with sketches and photographs.
Aware that they had made a spectacular discovery, they wasted no time in making it public. Just
a few days later lópez-Martí himself wrote a detailed article about the discovery for the magazine
Vida Gallega, although it was not published until November. It was the Royal Academy of Galicia
who issued the rst news in their bulletin dated September 1926.
Archaeological work
The excavation of the monument after its discovery (1926-1929)
Given the quality of the discovery, the Provincial Committee for historical and Artistic Monuments
of lugo acted diligently and made a nancial contribution to start the rubble clearing that would
lead to an evaluation of the importance of the discovery and then inform the higher Excavation
Committee in Madrid.
luis lópez-Martí was appointed director of the excavations. he worked with architect Ricardo
García Puig as technical director and the parish priest José María Penado as foreman.
A long wall separated the narrow space discovered by the parish priest from the rest of the site.
The wall was not original and was there to support part of the vaulted roof as the central part
had collapsed. For safety reasons the wall was left as it was until the inside of the building had
been completely excavated, and thus the risks of dismantling it could be appraised.

Among the remains of what had fallen down we could highlight fragments of the marble column,
pieces of arches and numerous pieces of marble, many of them decorated with reliefs, and of
course, numerous fragments of painted walls.
After a partial clearing of the inside, they soon saw that they were in front of a room divided
lengthwise into spaces separated by arches. The central space was the largest while the side spaces
were hardly one meter wide. The whole inside was covered by a pointed vault with a wealth of
painted decoration that also corresponded to the structural division – birds among plants and
owers on the sides and geometric and astral images in the whole of the central area.
The layout of the floor in three aisles like latin churches, the large arch at the bottom of the
central aisle (understood as an arch of triumph) and the orientation of the front towards the
east, with a vestibule in front, led to a first identification of the building as a primitive Christian
church. Its reduced dimensions would have led to the building at a later date and with a different
constructive solution of another church on top (of which only a wall is left), turning the original
church into a crypt.
The collapse of the lower oor took place as a consequence of the installation of ve stone graves
in the upper church, as can be deduced from documents dating to the middle of the 18th century
that describe these reforms. This would turn out to be disastrous for the structural stability of the
architectural whole. This loss would in turn have led to the building of the present parish church
on the adjacent land.
These rst conclusions were enriched by the results of new work carried out thanks to the nancial
support of the Provincial Government and to the commendable work in publishing and
documentation in the Royal Academy of Galicia Bulletin with the collaboration of Francisco
Martínez Morás, Ángel del Castillo, Manuel Vázquez Seijas and lópez-Martí himself.
The excavation of the front provided new data suggesting more unique characteristics in the
construction. A porticoed vestibule anked by two strong buttresses contains two columns inside
made up of granite tambours that contrary to the ones found inside, were still in their original
place. The entrance is therefore an example of the classical temples known as in antis. But what
is really exceptional is the series of reliefs with varied topics, showing birds, possibly two cripples
showing their invalid extremities and on the inside of the vestibule, ve feminine gures, possibly
dancers, framed in plant spirals and symmetrically arranged on the front of each buttress. lower
down there is another larger gure, possibly male, encircled with a halo (so they pointed out),
framed between two lintelled columns.
Inside, behind the front arch, they found a poorly made entrance with a stairway, clearly later
than the original construction, linking the upper and lower rooms. Towards the end of the clearing
they uncovered a pavement made of large granite agstones. Most of the central part was covered
with marble plaques. half way up the side walls there were holes like niches. Among the rubble
they found more fragments of marble reliefs together with the capitals of three columns severely
damaged by humidity.
The excavations at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda went on for two years. We should not forget that the
project would never have been possible were it not for oﬃcial support from the General Directorate
of Fine Arts and the higher Committee for Excavations, who trusted the work and reports drawn
up by the Committee for historical and Artistic Monuments of lugo. Apart from nancial aid,
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support from Fine Arts was made evident in the technical supervision by eminent art historian
and archaeologist Manuel Gómez-Moreno, Professor at the Central University of Madrid.
The first archaeological projects were finished after drainage work, restoration and conservation.
This consisted of the elimination of the abundant humidity under the paving, the building of a
reinforced concrete roof to protect the inside from bad weather and protecting the outside of
the front by extending the walled yard. Furthermore, as lópez-Martí wrote in a monograph on
Santa Eulalia de Bóveda published by the Provincial Museum of lugo Board of Directors in 1934,
“we tried to show architectural remains as they are, with nothing getting in the way of seeing
them and no preconceived systems about technical appreciation”. These words show a great
respect for a heritage legacy that unfortunately was not always reflected in the patterns
followed, as we will see below.
The importance of this spectacular discovery, together with the treatment carried out from the
point of view of protecting cultural heritage thanks to this series of archaeological projects would
make a careful supervision of heritage possible. This would be legally ratied by the provisional
government of the young Second Republic faced with the need of a greater intervention and
eﬃcient control by the government in the conservation of the state’s cultural heritage. Bearing
in mind the reports issued by the higher Board of Excavation and by the Executive Committee of
the Board for the Protection, Conservation and Growth of the National Artistic Treasure, it was
decided to declare Santa Eulalia de Bóveda a historical and artistic monument in a decree dated
3 June 1931 and published in the Gaceta de Madrid on 4 June.
Manuel Chamoso Lamas’ archaeological work (1945-1960)
Exploration work
In the middle of the Civil War, the nationalist government approved the decree created by the
Service for the Defence of National Artistic heritage, reporting to the National Fine Arts
Department. This entity inherited the attributes of the boards of Artistic Treasure and was divided
into new departments under a central committee.
In 1945, Manuel Chamoso lamas, who had just been appointed commissioner for zone 1 (which
included Galicia), visited Santa Eulalia de Bóveda due to the monument’s importance and the
interest it was causing.
The state it was in demanded an urgent intervention, as agricultural work in adjacent elds was
aﬀecting various structures, especially the upper wall which was under threat of destruction as its
foundations were shattered; reinforcement and isolation from the architectural elements aﬀected
was proposed. he also determined that it was necessary to do something about the paintings –
the intervention of a technician in the restoration of mural paintings to restore them and thus
avoid further loss given the high level of humidity. he also recommended further exploration
around the monument to help dene its original purpose.
Unfortunately little or nothing was reported about the urgent consolidation projects. But in 1952,
some surprising conclusions were published in an article which had a revealing title - “On the
origin of the underground monument at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda (lugo)”.
The direction of the research changed when José María Penado, who remained as parish priest
at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda until his death in 1974 at the age of 100, informed him that the inner
paving had not been thoroughly explored. he decided to lift the marble agstones that covered
part of the central aisle and found under them a pool full of crystal clear water. his surprise was
even greater when he saw that the water level was constant, whether more water was added to
the pool or it was taken out.
he soon found an explanation for this. Under the granite agstones was the drainage channel of
a water deposit that emptied out into a meadow roughly 100 metres from the monument. At the
mouth of the channel he identied one of the systems that kept the water level constant. Chamoso
lamas oﬀers the following explanation,
[… ] it couldn’t be simpler. It is nothing more than a piece of granite resting at right angles on
the bottom of the drain cutting oﬀ the water current at the height established for the pool, which
guarantees a minimum quantity of water inside.
he never managed to nd the water supply system, but he stated that its source was nowhere in
the monument. he suggested the existence of another deposit which regulated the inux of the
water and supposed it would be under the sacristy of the parish church as more water came in from
the south than from the north.
he found data around the monument that contributed to dating it to Roman times. he identied
remains of tiles, bricks, common pottery and terra sigillata in abundance in the adjacent land that
joins the area to the Celtic settlement of Corvazal.

As far as the functionality that can be attributed to the building at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda is
concerned, Chamoso lamas said that the discovery of the pool proved what previous researchers
had declared – that we are face to face with a fountain consecrated to the nymphs.
Furthermore, a somewhat dubious chemical analysis shows that the water in the monument has
curative properties for rheumatism. This information would appear to be corroborated by the
presence of a fragment of an altar with the letters PRO SA[lute] and would justify the relief
representation of two cripples. The designation as a sacred fountain would also be explained by
the multiple epigraphs found all over the north west of the peninsula that tell us of a syncretism
with pre-Roman beliefs, as native gods were substituted by Roman nymphs or the nymphs were
given local attributes.
This ritual circumstance would t in with the chronology determined by the material found round
about, according to which Roman dominion respected the local cult to water, contrary to what
happened when Christianity spread and paganism was wiped out. In the case of Santa Eulalia de
Bóveda this led to the closure of the pool and its conversion into a Christian church.
The restoration by luis Menéndez Pidal and Joaquín Pons Sorolla
The state the paving was in after the exploration together with the presence of water ltration on
the covering plaque made it advisable to take on an integral restoration of the monument. This
work, under the supervision of Chamoso lamas, was entrusted to two architects from the area,
luis Menéndez Pidal and Joaquín Pons Sorolla.
The restoration was carried out throughout the 1950’s and was technically well done although the
concept of rebuilding was their main criteria in the restoration work instead of consolidation and
conservation. This was fashionable at the time but unsuitable for today, and would prove to be
fatal for some archaeological remains.
During the rebuilding work for the recovery of the pool it became necessary to remove the large
blocks with fragments of painting from the central vault area. They opted for removing the
paintings from each block, putting them on stones and taking them to their original place. In
order to do this they had to rebuild the fallen part of the vault. This specialised work was entrusted
to mural painting restorer Antonio llopart.
The general state the monument was in meant the main priority was repairing the roof, which
was waterproofed with a layer of asphalt. It also proved necessary to replace the roof windows
to stop water getting in. The high level of humidity on the inside was a threat to the optimum
conservation of the paintings and so a ventilation chimney was built to enable permanent
airing. On the outside they rebuilt the vault in the vestibule and covered both it and the reliefs
with a concrete roof.
Once this work was nished, they were able to take on the restoration of the pool in the knowledge
of the scientic work done previously by Chamoso lamas, supported by the material proof
discovered. This meant archaeological respect for their intervention and of course, they intended
to apply this to the restoration of the monument as a whole.
Unfortunately, it was not long until it became evident that the criteria applied was unsuitable. As
a result of this faulty work, remains of paintings from the roof became loose and paradoxically fell
right into the pool. Furthermore, instead of the urgently needed consolidation of the fragments
they just put them in a box and left them at the Provincial Museum of lugo and some years later
they were nowhere to be found. Neither did they conserve the concrete blocks from the vault with
the paintings thanks to the clumsy decision to destroy them, as their presence would spoil the
rebuilding of the inner monument.
Attempts to optimise conservation (1974-1983)
Well into the decade of the 1970’s, nobody could have been optimistic about the monument’s
state of repair. The only reasonable thing to do was admit and identify possible mistakes in the
last project, correct them and try a new approach to the system of prevention.
Research by Alberto Balil Illana
There is little information about the short and unnished work consisting of the investigation of the
building’s front and rear. No results were published and the excavation project was never found.
At the same time, a study was carried out to evaluate the impact on the paintings of there being
a permanent large amount of water inside the monument as a result of the pool being opened
up. A mobile wooden platform, like a large box full of sand, was placed over the pool. The results
of this experiment and the conclusions reached are unknown.
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Architectural restoration by Antonio González Trigo
The most serious problem he detected was the high level of humidity on the inside of the
monument, which was a serious threat to the paintings. The following points were made;
high water ltration index, both at the foot of the walls due to the seasonal increase in the water
table and at various points on the roof, especially under the wall of the upper area as it was
uncovered and its thickness and composition led to the storage of large amounts of rainwater.
The capillary eﬀect meant that water could go up the walls. This eﬀect is greater when the water
table is higher than the inner paving.
All these ltrations generate vapour, but the main source of humidity was the pool and a lack of
suitable ventilation caused by the elevation of the inner vault, leading to a high level of condensation.
The solution was based on two main actions.
The lowering of the water table over the whole surface of the monument with a perimeter
humidity chamber to facilitate draining and also increase the draining capacity of the existing
system. The humidity chamber would be covered with resistance elements to avoid any changes
in the stability of the monument from side pressure.
The building of a light and jointless roof to avoid unnecessary weights including the wall of the
upper building. This new layout would enable the opening of the windows to improve ventilation
and reduce condensation in the underground area.
In reply to this proposal, the technical services at the General Directorate for Artistic and Cultural
heritage rejected the restoration project as it did not include “protection for the remains of the
vaults with more traditional materials and treatment, so as not to lose the rural aspect and
atmosphere of the adjacent buildings”. The end result of this solution would lead to a rebuilding
of the monument based on a very peculiar architectural vision that would condition the historical
interpretation of the building.
There is no explanation for the fact that the General Directorate only made remarks about the
project from the point of view of the architectural aspect of the surroundings and yet did not
demand an archaeological follow-up on a project as large as the perimeter humidity chamber,
which would normally involve the destruction of signicant remains.
Once the drainage and architectural restoration was nished, Carmen del Valle Galbán was asked
to clean the mural paintings.
Recovery of the primitive architectural layout (1983-1993)
When the regional government of Galicia took control of artistic, architectural and archaeological
competences, the General Directorate for historical and Monumental heritage, which reports to the
Culture and Young People Department, was in 1983 now prepared to promote a study with various
specialists to take on the problems of conserving the monument with some guarantee of success.
The work done by Antonio González Trigo was severely criticised, due both to the restoration of the
upper oor, which was not done in accordance with the monument’s historical reality, and to the
building of the humidity chamber and the subsequent elimination of the water from the pool,
mainly because of the negative eﬀects of the materials used on the monument walls and because
the structure itself is virtually irreversible. It was, however, a solution in accordance with the times,
necessary to lower the water table which was one of the main causes of the poor conditions for
conservation that threatened the integrity of the monument.
Research by Francisco Guitián Ojea
The main concern of a group of specialists who met inside the monument in 1984 was to nd out
if the mural paintings were in danger. Francisco Guitián Ojea, Professor of Edafology at the
University of Santiago de Compostela, was entrusted with making the necessary checks to verify
his theory that the architectural conguration that was a consequence of González Trigo’s work had
severely or unsuitably modied the monument’s microclimate, producing a negative eﬀect on the
conservation of the paintings.
The measurements taken by Guitián over a year show that the paintings are exposed to numerous
cycles of humidity and dryness and to brusque changes of temperature, which are not normal
underground. This happens as a consequence of the chimney eﬀect generated by the link between
two spaces, which leads to air coming in from the outside. This air is very diﬀerent from that on
the inside.
The conclusions clearly dened the way to go, as “the conservation of the paintings requires
maintaining temperature and humidity at the most constant levels possible, similar to the ones
in the monument before it was opened. These were the best conditions for its conservation as if
they had been negative, the monument would never have reached our days intact”.

As a result of these conclusions, in 1985 architects José Manuel Gallego Jorreto and César Portela
Fernández-Jardón were entrusted with an architectural project to restore and correct the anomalies
that had been detected.
The basis of their proposal was the elimination of all the architectural additions made in the
different restorations, as far as was possible and with no negative effects for conservation. In
order to do this they deemed it necessary to ask for a series of reports concerning the research
and recommendations of a group of scientists and restoration experts, who would also take
part in the project.
Archaeological excavations by Felipe Arias Vilas and Rosa Gimeno García-lomas
Felipe Arias presented a scientic project with the goal of obtaining new data to nd out more
about the monument in itself and its chronological and cultural relationship to its surroundings.
he also wished the results to provide suﬃcient directives to guarantee an architectural restoration
that respects the historicity of the archaeological whole.
It would be necessary to try and dene the few areas inside the monument in which an original
stratigraph could be put together, easier to nd in the immediate surroundings, and work inside
the building so that at least data that was not documented in previous interventions could be
registered. he did not include other areas of interest that are of diﬃcult access for an
archaeological intervention, such as the cemetery, pathways, houses etc. These are areas that
should be prospected by interviews with owners, local folklore etc.
he placed special emphasis on nding the projects and reports from previous interventions on the
monument as they could help with the correct understanding of the building’s state at the time. he
pointed out the paradox that the rst projects are much better known than the later ones.
he planned a second phase involving research at the Celtic settlement of Corvazal and prospecting
adjacent elds. Both projects were interesting as this was the closest Celtic settlement to Santa Eulalia
de Bóveda, where a short time before a fountain was discovered that could be related to the monument.
Finally, he carried out a preliminary archaeological supervision of the restoration work that was realised
later on to see if it would aﬀect structural and decorative elements or the subsoil of the monument.
Rosa Gimeno was in charge of the diﬀerent archaeological excavations needed as the multidisciplinary
project advanced. The main characteristic that she observed in the results of the excavation was the
great confusion in the ground, evidencing a chronological disparity as a consequence of the numerous
digs that had taken place over the sixty years since the monument was discovered. Another common
and signicant feature was the type of substratum the monument and its surroundings lay on, made
up of a notable layer of sand from decomposing granite.
She made every eﬀort to put together exhaustive reports during this work, to ll in the gaps left
by other archaeological digs. We could highlight her description of the channel system.
The channels that go through the pool area have no cover or semicircular section. The probing on
the pavement where pipes were found shows they are covered with a stone that could just be seen
at the edge of the pool. This pipe system lies directly on sand and is the base on which the whole
monument rests, with a proven force of 1 to 1.8 metres and an obvious lack of materials. She
considered the scarce foundations under the wall to be suitable, bearing in mind the nature of the
ground and the high water table in the area.
According to Rosa Gimeno, the channels form part of a drainage system for the building. The pool
would then be a regulating deposit for the diﬀerent water sources, from where it would be
distributed outside the monument via a little gallery that was discovered and remodelled by
González Trigo in the 1960’s.
In the area round the monument, they prospected a zone of around 200 metres towards the Celtic
settlement of Corvazal, nding remains that they identied as the result of the dispersion of
archaeological material from the general rubble clearing during the many projects carried out in
Santa Eulalia de Bóveda. In the settlement itself it is curious that there was only one house wall
on the inside, near the main wall, especially if we take into account the small size of the site. The
material found places the occupation of the settlement around the 1st century. As far as the spring
is concerned, it is just about in the middle of the inner ring – the water bubbles into a deposit
similar to the one found in Bóveda, and is surrounded by two levels of agstones in which no
channels were found.
The restoration of stone elements by José María Cabrera Garrido
Cabrera Garrido detected that the state of conservation of a high percentage of stone material is
worrying – it is blackening, there are plants and weeds, and an accumulation of dust and surface
erosion that is aﬀecting some of the most signicant reliefs. The inner columns, made up of small
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and large stones, show signs of severe erosion and poorly executed repairs that had to be removed,
while at the same time the columns needed a stronger base.
The intervention did not include destabilising factors and only reversible products were used. Saline
eﬄorescence from the concrete used in the humidity chamber was eliminated. The general state
of the whole led him to think that for the restoration to be eﬃcient, it would have to be
accompanied by other integral restoration tasks to solve the high degree of humidity due to
condensation, which was aﬀecting the surface of the stone, ltrations, capillarity etc.
After a belated cleaning of the weeds inside the monument, they observed that there was a black
coating between the plants and the wall. A chemical analysis identied it as a kind of mortar with
waterproong properties. Faced with the possibility that it could be the original anti-humidity
covering they decided not to remove it.
Rosa Gimeno carried out a small archaeological probe in the yard’s north wall as the same material
was detected there, precisely where the wall was extended during the restoration of the monument
towards the end of the 1920’s. It was seen that this black lm was most evident on stones that
were in contact with the water table. She therefore concluded that the presence of this black lm
was the result of a natural process and was not man-made.
The restoration of the mural paintings by Carmen del Valle Galbán
Urgent action was needed on the wall paintings to reinforce their support, as there was a serious
risk of some fragments falling oﬀ.
The first thing to do was to cover the paintings with a provisional protection to stop fragments
from falling off due to vibration from the elimination of false architectural parts added during
previous work. At the same time steps were taken to reduce the excess humidity that was
contributing to the deterioration of the monument as a whole.
Finally the paintings were cleaned and gaps were treated and filled in with stucco, while the
surface of the paintings themselves was retouched. In order to maintain a suitable
conservation, Carmen del Valle insisted on keeping optimum levels of inside temperature and
humidity in the future.
The project contemplated the work on the paintings as constituent units of an architectural and
artistic whole that needed an integral analysis, not as an individual vision of some objects that are
worthy of research in themselves. Unfortunately some of the goals were not carried out, such as
the comparison of the paintings on the inside, the vestibule and the few remains found on the
upper wall, as well as the diﬀerent wall coatings the paintings are on. Another planned
comparative study involving the marble strip that runs round the base of the mural paintings on
the inside and other fragments discovered during the excavation work was never brought to
fruition either. These studies would have enabled us to compare some of the most signicant
architectural aspects, to reach a more coherent vision of the monument and to provide data about
its historical evolution.
On the other hand, a series of data and conclusions obtained after months of detailed study of the
mural paintings are of great interest for their contribution to the knowledge of the history of the
monument. One of the conclusions that could be highlighted is that both the techniques and the
pigments used point us towards Roman times.
The elimination of additions: the architectural restoration by José Manuel Gallego Jorreto and
César Portela Fernández-Jardón
After their appointment towards the end of 1985, they presented the architectural restoration
report in July 1990. The delay is justied as they had to wait for other studies and projects to be
nished, which led to a proliferation of reports. Added to this were the directives given by oﬃcers
from the regional government of Galicia;
[…] a project of this nature takes a multidisciplinary approach for granted and that the work
carried out should not be irreversible. Not only as a rule so as not to repeat past mistakes, but
as an architectural device of variable regulation, not possible as far as light, water and
ventilation are concerned.
Furthermore, the initial development of the diﬀerent projects helps in a way to compensate for the
lack of trustworthy information from the previous architectural restorations and how they could
aﬀect the building’s state of conservation. Even so, they took on the restoration with great caution
in order to try and dene these problems during their work.
In order to carry out the planned demolitions successfully, they entrusted a company called Aroca
y Asociados with a study about the state of the original vault. The most serious anomaly observed
was advanced damage to the south foot of the vault, caused by pressure from the church built in
the 18th century. This also aﬀected the foundations, being evident from the sinking of the granite
agstones on the paving under the wall. In spite of everything, they found no risk in the projected

work, given the structural stability of the monument – they only recommended that the demolition
should be done by cutting with diamond wheels, in order to minimise vibration.
Demolition was carried out in two stages and with a provisional protection cover. In the rst phase
they eliminated the vault and vertical elements from the upper oor. In the second phase they
eliminated the horizontal covering plaque and the structure with which the lower oor vault had
been rebuilt.
later on they built a new waterproof concrete agstone and tried to adjust it to the specic
architectural conditions of the monument, in order to recover the original form of the upper part
as far as possible.
Finally, they carried out a series of individual actions that were just as necessary, among which we
could highlight the following;
The restoration of the window on the right hand side of the front, making it the same as the other
existing one.
New access stairway.
Covering the yard with stainless steel mesh to stop birds coming in. It is also possible to cover it
with awning to regulate direct sunlight.
Restoration of the yard paving and a study of the water channels and deposits.
Incorporation of windows in the concrete roof to regulate light and ventilation.
Geophysical prospecting
Gallego and Portela also thought it necessary to carry out a series of scientic studies in order to
understand the geophysical and topographical aspects of the monument.
The prospecting was carried out by TAGSA in 1991. The results conrmed that the substratum
around the monument is made of decomposed granite, but some diﬃculties were observed in
obtaining trustworthy data about the force of this kind of ground. Some anomalies were observed
that could be attributed to archaeological remains but unfortunately the necessary archaeological
digs that this kind of geological prospecting requires were not carried out.
The results that enable us to understand the situation of the monument in respect to the
underground drainage network are especially interesting. The hydrogeological prospecting shows
how the water table goes down the further away we go from the monument. however, this
gradual level is not in accordance with the measurements taken at the monument itself, which
were lower than expected.
[…] It is clear that there is a slight error in levelling, because if these values were correct the
monument would have been ooded – and this has not happened as it is above the water table.
The people who took the measurements unknowingly describe the state of the monument before
the work done by González Trigo, when he managed to lower the water table. Ignorance of the
original layout of the construction in relation to the water levels in its immediate surroundings led
him to believe that the water supply for the pool was only the water diﬀerential that surrounds it
via the pipes under the structure.
Interpretative studies
The discovery of the half buried monument in Santa Eulalia de Bóveda in 1926 raised great
expectations, given the unique structure and its spectacular and original ornamental elements.
But the relative sensation of impotence that crept into the rst researchers’ minds when they
realised that the spectacular ndings gave rise to more and more questions about their origin
and functionality rather than answers could only be eased by solutions that could be termed as a
compromise. The absence of a clear chronological and functional denition of the monument
added to its enigmatic nature.
In the world of archaeology there are plenty of enigmas and we could even say they are
consubstantial to the eld, because the correct use of a scientic methodology in the process of
analysing material remains from other ages does not guarantee the exclusion of the unknown rather all the opposite. One of the functions of this method, for example, consists of generating the
greatest possible number of questions, which we might be able to answer or not, as a result of the
extraction process of objective data after the correct application of diﬀerent archaeological tasks.
But up to now, with some honourable exceptions, the archaeological research process of the
monument has not been accompanied by even a minimum of good luck. The evolution of its
study was always conditioned by establishing a base for interpretation, fundamentally, accepting
the theories of the diﬀerent authors who argued for one of the alternatives made available by
the characteristics of the archaeological remains. Many of these interpretative bases are linked to
parallels that have not been suﬃciently contrasted. They are often accepted just because of the
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prestige of certain researchers or simply because they are supported by the only publications
generally assumed as valid.
The rst articles
The initial hypothesis, put forward by the rst researchers who visited the exciting discovery on
behalf of the Royal Academy of Galicia, claimed that in part it was a church from the early centuries
of Christianity, but they only based this idea on the possible identication of the Visigothic formula
of some decorations.
It should come as no surprise that Martínez Morás was pleased when he saw that the material
discovered after the rst clearings could verify this thesis. I am referring to the appearance of reliefs
with plants and owers on marble that they considered as part of the primitive altar, as they
quickly identied the building as a church and the arch found at the bottom as a triumphal arch.
The unearthing of another marble fragment with a relief of a sh, a signicant Christian symbol,
was no less symptomatic. Finally, the orientation towards the east would place the church in a
time before the 6th century.
This rst proposal was accepted by the majority of authors who visited the monument in the years
after its discovery. however, they were also aware that they could not accept the theory without
any questioning as other artistic and archaeological elements came to light that were generally
identied with paganism. Such is the case of the painted check strip under the whole of the painted
surface in the main room, which had parallels in Pompeii, although in certain frescoes in the
Christian catacombs too. Various bricks of diﬀerent sizes were identied as Roman, but at the
same time it was suggested that they might have been reused, as has been observed in some
Visigothic tombs.
But the most diﬃcult obstacle to overcome if the building is to be identied with a Christian church
is doubtless the reliefs that decorate the pillars, the main images in an iconographic repertory
that is unknown in Christianity. This is in contrast to the profusion of mouldings in Christian
architectural decoration, hardly represented at all at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda.
These peculiar artistic manifestations, together with the fact that the monument is underground,
which could only be attributed to a period of religious persecution, in the end led lópez-Martí and
Martínez Morás to link it to a “period of transition from pagan to Christian art”.
Ángel del Castillo does not argue for any particular option in his rst articles. While waiting for new
archaeological tests, he thinks that the side aisles are too narrow to be associated to the
celebration of Christian rites, considering that a better reason for their existence is to hold up the
vault that covers the whole room.
García y Teijeiro is more decisive and does not hesitate to attribute pagan origins to the temple as
contrary to the many that existed and exist in Galicia, it is not in the open air. It is an example of
a religious past with iconography that represents oﬀerings and allegories of ancient mythology.
Trends of interpretation
A dual interpretative aspect can be seen in the rst articles published, and it continues in later
studies. It concerns the contrast of the pagan and the Christian theories to identify the origin or
the main historical period of the remains found at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda.
It is true that since the publication of the work by Chamoso lamas in the early 1950’s, the general
opinion is that it is possible to identify two stages of construction and/or culture at Bóveda,
especially if we accept that both the division into three aisles and the development of the paintings
were not part of the original building.
In order to describe the theories that opt for either Christianity or paganism, we will therefore
start with a view that the main period (or the one that is most developed by a certain researcher)
could correspond both to the moment in time when the original building was erected and to the
time when the paintings came into being. We should not reject the possibility that both these
stages coincided in time.
The argument for Christianity
According to the monograph on Santa Eulalia de Bóveda published in 1934 by the head of the
archaeological excavations, luis lópez-Martí Castillo, the monument was identied as Roman by
the architectural elements and remains found:
Cement walls
The vault structured in parallel brick arches with cement lling in the intermediary spaces.
Entrance and triumphal arches made of bricks; the window arches in the walls of lugo are similar
but made of stone. The trend towards a horseshoe shape can be attributed to Roman legions

from the east, identifying parallels from Roman times in the north west of the peninsula on funeral
stele reliefs.
The sobriety of the structure of both the reliefs found and the capitals on the columns would place
it towards the end of the Roman period.
Finally, the appearance of a little pillar identied as an ancient altar foot, together with the abovementioned materials that could be linked to a primitive church enables a comparison with
palaeochristian art that can be seen in the Roman catacombs.
The holes similar to the niches in the crypt of the Popes in the Catacombs of Saint Calixtus (the
same as the capitals).
The relief gure of the sh, with the same features as the matching one, can be seen in another
Christian tomb in the Catacombs of Saint Calixtus.
The clearly Eucharistic symbol of the grapes.
Furthermore, at the same time a 4th century Christian church had just been found near the
Palestinian city of Tabgha. The mosaic paving contained pictures of peacocks, storks and ducks
among lotus owers. The iconographic similarity of this archaeological discovery to the same
pictures at Bóveda led lópez-Martí to reaﬃrm his theory.
Among the rst researchers Fernando Martínez Morás was one of the most adamant defenders
of a primitive Christian church as the origin of the monument.
In the 1960’s, Pedro de Palol i Salellas included Santa Eulalia de Bóveda in his signicant work on
Christian archaeology in Roman times, more from the point of view of the inuences on medieval
peninsular art than from a study of the monument in itself, given that the recent conclusions from
the work by Chamoso lamas made a complete revision of the investigation process necessary in
order to dene its functionality.
On 15 September 1970 El Progreso de lugo published a long, interesting and controversial
article in which Celestino Fernández de la Vega dared to place the tomb of Priscilian, no less,
in Santa Eulalia de Bóveda. he complained about the negligence that had a negative effect
on the archaeological remains as well as detecting a certain shadowiness in the results of the
recent investigation by Chamoso lamas. This fanned yet further the enigmatic character of
the monument.
According to Fernández de la Vega, the building was originally a thermal centre that at the end
of the fourth century was converted into a martyr’s church with three aisles, where the body of the
heretic Priscilian, who was executed in Trier, was brought by his disciples to his native Gallaecia and
there venerated. It is possible that the porticoed vestibule conserves the structure of the old baths,
but the author observed Priscilianist symbolism in the iconography of the paintings and in most
of the reliefs.
The same year a little book was published containing the same article with news of a recent
archaeological discovery in Isnik (Turkey), the ancient Nicea, where towards the end of the 1960’s a
hypogeum was found. It was dated to between the 3rd and 5th centuries and contained two tombs
that had been looted, similar in structure and pictorial decoration to Santa Eulalia de Bóveda. This
added force to the hypothesis of the funeral function of the monument in the province of lugo.
A few years later, Jacques Fontaine linked the pictorial decoration to the beginnings of a shrine sacred
to the nymphs with an obvious hispano-Roman syncretism, but he also thought that its
transformation into a Christian church took place very soon after. he was in favour of a more active
Christianisation process, as was the imperial policy towards the end of the 4th century, rather than
the implementation of rural Suevan parishes or the acts of Martin of Braga in the 6th century against
paganism, which was still present in the countryside of the north west of the peninsula.
Towards the end of the 1970’s, Manuel Núñez Rodríguez brought the moment of transformation
into a Christian church forward to the 8th century, the same as the pictorial decoration, given that
in the will of bishop Odoarius mention is made of a church devoted to Saint Eulalia in the valley
of the River Mera. his original contribution was to observe architectural features in the
monument’s foundations that are related to Celtic settlement culture. The coincidence of the two
main theories of the time – a shrine devoted to health-giving waters or a mausoleum – was
evident from both the relationship to a ritual initiation space, in which immersion in water would
be an active part, and its funerary nature linked to a crematorium.
José Manuel García Iglesias initially accepted the 8th century as the time when the monument was
turned into a Christian church, but in his later articles he dened it as a primitive church dating to
the 4th century.
Narciso Peinado Gómez also opted for an early transformation into a church, basing his theory on
parallels found in the catacombs. he found a fresco in Saint Calixtus with similar pictures of birds
and oral wreaths with pagan reminiscences but linked to symbols of the resurrection and heaven.
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In the basilica devoted to Saint Petronila in the catacombs of Domitilla he found an architectural
parallel to the division into narrow side aisles by columns. In general, he managed to reach quite
an eclectic interpretative vision. lópez-Martí’s initial proposal was combined with helmut Schlunk’s
funerary theory in the transformation of the shrine according to Chamoso and Gómez-Moreno,
accepting the latter’s architectural parallel of the temple devoted to the god Clitunnus in Spoleto
(Italy) as plausible.
[…] a pagan temple transformed into a Christian church and linked to burial when the persecutions
came to an end, when the evident decadence of the empire and the supremacy of the Visigoths
made it possible to restore old temples and give them a new religious meaning […]
he does not reject the possibility that the temple transformed into a church was originally devoted
to Saint Eulalia.
Francisco luis Singul lorenzo acknowledges a classical origin for the mural paintings but states
that the decorative topics are not pagan. In two articles that analyse the iconography he tries to
show that the paintings really contain a Christian Eucharistic message, proceeding from 3rd century
Jewish and Christian communities in Palestine. he therefore relates the paintings at Santa Eulalia
de Bóveda with Christian art in North Africa and Spain with eastern roots.
Singul also states, however, that the great inuence of Priscilianism in incipient Christianity in
Galicia would be a contradiction of the orthodoxy in the symbolic message of the decoration at
Bóveda, and thus the paintings must date from the second half of the 6th century. It must be
related to the evangelistic work of Saint Martin of Dumio, through which ancient buildings were
reformed and recovered for Christianity (this would be the result of a third building phase because
just like Núñez Rodríguez he accepts two previous pagan phases).
A daring proposal for Christian links at the monument at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda was recently
made by lorena Vidal Caeiro, in which she conjectures ve stages in the architectural evolution of
the building, only the rst of which would date from Roman times. The only original part from this
stage is the granite pavement and some of the rst rows of the inside stone walls, which would
have been longer. She thinks that many of the architectural and decorative elements from this
stage are conserved because they were reused in later building phases.
The Christian phases began towards the end of the 5th century with a transformation in Visigothic
times, when the monument was adapted for cultic use with the building of a rectangular apse and
a triumphal arch. The front was remodelled, and both the horseshoe arch and the reliefs (whose
location was originally diﬀerent) date from this time.
In the 8th century, in times of Odoarius, the monument underwent a significant architectural
transformation with the building of a second floor, used mainly for worship, and the portico. The
portico and the inside were covered by a vault. The apse became a mere place to pass through
from one floor to another, as the stairs started there. She dates the pictorial decoration that
made the monument famous to the 9th century, due to its similarity to preromanesque
paintings in Asturias.
The last building phase consisted of the transformations that took place during the architectural
restorations after the monument was discovered. The poor treatment of the data and its incorrect
interpretation led her to suggest that the pool was nothing more than an invention of Chamoso lamas.
The argument for paganism
As I have already pointed out, the most enthusiastic defender of an entirely pagan origin after the
discovery of the monument was Miguel García y Teijeiro. In the early 1930’s Ángel del Castillo lópez
decided to publish his opinion about the functionality and the chronology of the building – it was a
shrine devoted to the nymphs due to the health-giving water fountain inside a Roman architectural
structure, possibly from the 4th century. The health aspect of the water was corroborated by the recent
discovery of an inscription starting with the words PRO / SA [lute]... he mentions the possibility that
the historical references gathered by lópez-Martí point to its use as a church in the 8th century, without
explaining that there had to be an architectural transformation at some point. Manuel Vázquez Seijas
expressed the same opinion shortly afterwards.
Manuel Gómez-Moreno Martínez took an active part from the higher Committee for Excavations
in the management and supervision of the archaeological work he delegated onto lópez-Martí,
but the conclusions were not published until 1949. It is therefore logical that there are various
coincidences and some parallel references.
The architectural features and the materials are Roman with a clear inuence from the eastern
world – he insists on the horseshoe arches but does not forget western references from the north
west of the peninsula. Whatever the origin of these inuences may be, he places them before the
Visigothic period and takes the painting back to the end of the 3rd century, dening it as “high

classicism”. As far as the layout of the arches with the central vault is concerned, he presents the
theory that the division into three aisles was not the original one, but in the improbable case of
there being two building stages, they would be very close in time to each other and the decoration
would be no later than the times of Diocletian.
But when it comes to dening the possible functionality of the monument, he clearly opts for
solutions that have little to do with Christian worship. his rst option is the shrine sacred to the
nymphs, accepting the possibility that other characteristics could also be attributed from diﬀerent
oriental cults that had great social acceptance throughout the Roman Empire. So convinced is he
that he does not even share the majority opinion that identies the sh as the emblem of Christ,
preferring a more classical interpretation such as a dolphin spouting water. later on, in 1966, he
identied it with a whale, somewhat closer to the Christian tradition, and he also accepted a
second building phase involving a transformation into a church and granted the importance of the
pictorial ornaments. he maintained the early chronology, and included the painting in a list of
paradigms of the beginnings of Christian art in Spain.
It is important to point out that Gómez-Moreno’s article in 1949 was published in a collection of
unrelated pieces, some corrected and extended versions of previous writings together with others
that were previously unpublished, such as is the case with "Santa Eulalia de Bóveda", published
twenty years after it was written. he was the rst person to publish the sacred shrine theory, as
Ángel del Castillo acknowledged, and the rst too to realise that under the pavement there was
a pool of water. These observations on the function and architectural peculiarities of the
monument were highlighted by Torres Balbás in 1931, accepting Gómez-Moreno’s theory.
We have already seen Manuel Chamoso lamas’ ideas and how he opted for a mainly pagan
solution, linking the monument to an ancient sacred shrine. Following Schlunk, he accepted a
second but earlier Christian phase, in which it was adapted as a “very primitive” church as he
observed that the paintings on the remains of the arches are the same as on the vault.
The signicance of Chamoso’s article lies in the great scientic impact of the discovery of the pool
and the denition of an architectural phase involving the closure of the pagan temple and its
conversion into a Christian church. Not only did this involve a rethinking of previous positions but
it also had a great inuence on later authors, so much so that we could almost say it involved the
rediscovery of the monument itself in the eld of hispano-Roman archaeological research. Equally
signicant were the studies carried out by Nicandro Ares Vázquez, focused on nding the
information enclosed in the symbolic world present in the decoration of Santa Eulalia de Bóveda
and thus being able to understand the original motives and origins of the monument.
Chamoso’s work did not seem to be suﬃcient to nd an explanation and so he preferred to dive
not into the pool but rather into the sources of classical literature, where he found texts that shed
some light on the symbolism of the reliefs found in the vestibule. Some of the many and varied
examples can be seen in the illustrations.
he saw two men with gout in the relief known as the two cripples – one of them had gout in his
hands and the other in his feet. The bird that is in a kind of tree or on a platform is an ibis (more
specically aethiopoca, niliaca or aegypthiaca), related to the moon worship of the Egyptian
goddess Isis. The bird with a less dened relief is identied with the mythological phoenix and
related to gout in the feet, and thus Santa Eulalia de Bóveda was dened as a health centre.
Further studies on the names of sites and other places round about relate the monument to water.
The same things occurs with epigraphy, such as when Nicandro Ares relates an event that once
again underlines the terrible loss of archaeological material during the restoration work in the
1950’s, although on this occasion it happened by accident – somebody dropped a stone that broke
a large part of a marble agstone forming part of the paving. The side that was stuck to the oor
with cement had an inscription and unfortunately only the beginning and end are now conserved
and the meaning is not clear.
The rst people to interpret the inscription were Francisco Vázquez Saco and Sebastián Mariner
Bigorra just a few years ago, identifying it as a poem. Mariner Bigorra declared it was a funeral
eulogy, similar to one Virgil includes in the Aeneid. Nicandro Ares found a link to one of Ovid’s
poems in Amores and another by lucianus in the Tragopodagra, conrming that Santa Eulalia
de Bóveda was originally a health centre.
Fernando Acuña Castroviejo wrote his PhD thesis in 1973 on visual art in Roman Galicia, focusing on
the iconographic analysis for the study of the paintings in Bóveda. Just like Chamoso (and helmut
Schlunk before him) he identied two building phases – the rst one was a Roman building with just
one aisle, to which the front reliefs belonged, followed by the Christian phase no earlier than the 4th
century when the building was turned into a church and the pool was covered.
In spite of echoing the majority opinion of two main phases for the building, Felipe Arias Vilas
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was of the opinion that architecture, painting and sculpture formed a single unit. he therefore
found it possible that the whole complex was built together around the 4th century and then
reused in later times. Following Ares Vázquez, he preferred the theory of a health centre rather than
a sacred shrine.
Towards the end of the 1970’s, he published an epigraphical catalogue of the province of lugo
together with Patrick le Roux and Alain Tranoy. They considered the inscription at Bóveda to be
funerary, and a few years later Nicandro Ares accepted this theory.
In 1982, lorenzo Abad Casal published an exhaustive study of Roman painting in Spain, in which
he accepted the consensus about the monument’s use as a sacred shrine and about the building
phases, while at the same time stating that there is no proof to show that the transformation was
just a change in decorative style or a possible change from paganism to Christian worship.
his study of the monument focuses on the analysis of the decoration as it could provide information
about the time of the ornamental change of the monument, which is the case with the rhomboid
plant lattice the birds are in. he analysed the evolution and the inuences of lattices in paintings
and mosaics and concluded that the paintings at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda are of a typology used in
the western Roman world in the second half of the 4th century. he had already proposed this
chronology in 1977, during the 15th National Archaeology Congress, which was held in lugo.
Antonio Rodríguez Colmenero related the origins of the monument in Santa Eulalia de Bóveda to
the arrival of eastern religious cults, more specically to the iseum (the cult of Isis) or the serapeum
(the cult of Seraphis), after linking the monument to a sacred fountain discovered in the city of
lugo. he saw similarities between sanctuaries devoted to Egyptian deities who bore the sacred
water of the Nile, as they had pools similar to the one at Bóveda. The reliefs are a representation
of the benecial eﬀects of the deities.
he identied two building phases in this pagan stage. Given their apparent state of disorder he
concluded that some of the reliefs belong to the rst phase but they were repainted in the second
phase. The cornices of the primitive building were also reused as the base of the pillars in the new
two-storey building.
The third and nal building phase was the transformation of the building into a church, involving
the division of the pseudocrypt into three parts and the development of the paintings, including
the fragments of the reliefs found inside during the rubble clearing that took place in the 1920's.
Colmenero thought that the pool was not closed oﬀ but rather used for baptisms "thanks to the
easy assimilation of a pagan sacramental rite into a Christian sacrament".
he focuses on the building phases and on their diﬀerent functional attributes and yet he makes
no specic mention of dating. As far as the pagan stage is concerned, the 3rd century was the
moment of splendour for eastern cults. he placed the Christian stage in the second half of the
4th century in a recent article, based mainly on a new epigraphical interpretation of the two
fragments found in the 1950’s, in which he sees references to baptismal ceremonies.
Jaime Delgado Gómez went back to the funerary option to dene the original function of the
building at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda. he rejected the pool/shrine relationship stating instead that
water was an essential element in Roman funeral rites on diﬀerent dates throughout the year to
commemorate deceased family members. It was also a good drainage system in this case for a
sumptuous Roman mausoleum.
The painting study by Milagros Guardia Pons places the building at Bóveda towards the end of the
Roman period (4th century) as the result of turning a sacred shrine into a monument. The
paintings are integrated into the architectural structure in the best Roman tradition.
The second oor was built during this transformation, which could possibly be linked to an act of
promotion by the dominus of a rural villa in whose lands the monument lay. The paintings would
also belong to this transformation while the reliefs were reused. The reliefs were dated to the 3rd
century by Sergio Vidal, from a previous structure belonging to an artistic horizon at the height of
the empire.
The cult to water was of ancestral origin, whose tradition, according to Guardia Pons, was
maintained, increased and nally turned into a monument in Roman times. It was then
abandoned, forgotten or reused in order to annul its pagan origins. She reduces its function as a
church to a mere episode of reuse in the 8th century when we know that there was a church
devoted to Saint Eulalia in the Mera valley.
Other ndings
We should also make mention of a series of researchers, who without going into detail about
Santa Eulalia de Bóveda, have contributed signicant data to the dating and/or the functionality
of the monument. They mentioned some of the related elements while studying material in their
own eld of speciality.

José María Blázquez Martínez was one of the rst researchers who accepted Chamoso lamas’
theory, acknowledging Santa Eulalia de Bóveda as one of the most signicant witnesses to the cult
of water in the north of the Iberian Peninsula. he included the monument in diverse studies of
indigenous and Roman religions.
In the eld of epigraphy we came across studies by Javier del hoyo Calleja and Ricardo hernández
Pérez, who took up where Mariner Bigorra left oﬀ, as did Nicandro Ares with Vázquez Saco. Ricardo
hernández published his PhD thesis on common formulas of expression in latin epigraphy on
tombs. Apart from showing a funeral function, his study enabled the dating of the epigraphic
remains to the end of the 3rd century or the beginning of the 4th. Italian researcher Paolo Cugosi’s
comments and the slight corrections by Javier del hoyo are of great interest for a correct
interpretation of the fragments at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda.
From the point of view of architectural art, a paper by Emilio Camps Cazorla, leopoldo Torres
Balbás and luis Caballero zoreda dates the horseshoe arch to the 3rd or 4th century, declaring that
the monument is the oldest building in Spain with this kind of arch (just as the rst researchers
supposed). Ramón Corzo Sánchez’s remarks about the architectural functionality of the horseshoe
arch and the reasons for its presence in Santa Eulalia de Bóveda are of special interest. Torres
Balbás in turn analyses the building technique of the central vault and identies it as Roman. he
denes it as a barrel vault with incorporated arches, for which there was a mould that helped
shape the cement, while at the same time it helped economise in the building of the arch
compared to those for which a complete wooden mould was used. A recently published theory by
María de los Ángeles Utrero Agudo points out a similar mixture of cement and bricks in the apse
of the church of Santa María de Bendones, leading her to dene the time when the monument
of Santalla was built - it coincided with the preromanesque style evident in Asturias.
The eld of iconography has also had its say about Santa Eulalia de Bóveda, especially as far as
the reliefs are concerned. Manuel Antonio Castiñeiras González insisted on the Christian symbol
of the sh and dates it to the end of the 5th century. Two PhD theses include signicant ndings
that help dene the meaning of the paintings. Fátima Díez Platas goes into the symbolic world of
nymphs and considers it feasible to identify this world in the front reliefs, more specically in the
two groups known as the dancers, who would have been objects of worship. She also identied
them through their relationship to the phoenix, because just like the bird they were not immortal
but long-lived and they took part in the regeneration of life. Sergio Vidal Álvarez does not reject
the theory of the building phases proposed by Milagros Guardia, but his study and corresponding
dating of the reliefs led him to propose two well diﬀerentiated building stages (as well as another
undated initial stage linked to water and a latter medieval stage in which the pool was covered as
part of the transformation into a crypt). he dates the reliefs found in the vestibule and on the
columns to the 2nd or 3rd century, before the times of the emperor Diocletian. This was when the
initial building was turned into health temple with two vaulted oors. The pool and a vaulted
monumental access were on the lower oor. The next phase (half way through the 4th century and
the beginning of the 5th) is dened by marble fragments found on the inside. The simplicity of the
sh relief means it can be dated to the end of the 4th century, when he accepts a transformation
into a building for Christian use (more specically, a baptismal font), in accordance with
Colmenero. Another relief with oral motifs in which a laurel wreath and a pair of pomegranates
is superior to the previous one, although the artist’s hand denotes a similar time.
As far as the Christianisation of Galicia is concerned, Xosé lois Armada Pita suggests that Santa
Eulalia de Bóveda could have existed as a church before the 6th century. his argument is based
on the early devotion of churches to Eulalia (who was martyred at the beginning of the 4th
century), abundant in the province of lugo. Archaeological proof shows how numerous pagan
sites were redevoted to Saint Eulalia, which also suggests a high probability that this played a
signicant role in the Christianisation of Gallaecia at the end of the 4th century and the beginning
of the 5th. Cristina Yglesias Veloso analyses diﬀerent aspects that could have inuenced the
transformation process of a sacred water shrine into a church where the main role was the
sacrament of baptism, within the geographical context of the north west of the Iberian Peninsula
and using Santa Eulalia de Bóveda as a reference point.
Special reference
One of the most signicant contributions to the attempt to shed light on the origin and meaning
of the monument was made by helmut Schlunk throughout his career, in which we could highlight
an exhaustive article published in 1935. Unfortunately, the fact that it was written in German and
published in a very limited edition meant that its impact was much less than it deserved. This why
we have left it to the end of our supercial summary of the history of research on Santa Eulalia de
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Bóveda. I will go into some more detail in this case than the purpose of my article would advise,
and at the same time I will mention the work of some other German researchers.
Schlunk perceived certain architectural features in the building at Santa Eulalia de Bóveda similar
to funeral monuments found in the east Mediterranean, more specically in the south of Russia
and in Syria. There are underground sepulchral monuments in both places, in which wooden
beams provide access to the portico or vestibule of the main area, which contains niches and/or
apses. The Russian examples are completely vaulted, contrary to the ones in Syria which are all
sculpted into the rock. It is the buildings in Syria, however, where the element that identies them
with Bóveda is most evident – the front, the only part built with diaphragm arches. It is stout and
wider than the inside, which means it can serve as a holding wall with a two-columned porticoed
access crowned with pointed arches. The upper part of the front is often higher than the ground
level that covers the mausoleum.
This is suﬃcient proof to link the monument to buildings whose function is clearly funerary. The
only thing missing to denitively prove his theory is the characteristic furniture, whose loss was
probably due to looting. In some of the reliefs on the front he observed some representations with
a clear funerary symbolism.
In 1935 Schlunk was already of the opinion that the division into three aisles in a later development
was completely unrelated to the original Roman building. he relates this change to a new
functionality, i.e. Christianity. This would also explain why the funeral furniture disappeared. This
theory about the building’s changing functions was taken up again as we have seen by Chamoso
lamas and accepted by many later researchers. As for the outside, he detected traces of a
reconstructed wall which served as a support for the vestibule vault. This enabled him to link it, just
like the portico columns, to a signicant rebuilding process which he deduced happened due to
the collapse of part of the front.
As far as dating is concerned, the variety of peculiarities both architectural and ornamental, and
stylistic in general, together with the circumstances surrounding the discovery and the presence of
mixed archaeological levels, led him to be extremely cautious in his denitions. he had no doubt,
however, that the architectural peculiarities are due to a clear eastern inuence, made evident in
both the hellenistic parallels in Syria and Russia and in the use of a horseshoe arch, inherited from
Syria and Asia Minor and which the Visigoths took directly from Roman antecedents.
At the same time, the funerary monument parallels for the rst building stage come up against
a double stumbling block. No date was given in the publication for the Russian examples, although
Schlunk placed them in the 2nd or 1st century BC or the 1st century AD. The Syrian examples are
better dated, but their continuity is greater with rm dates from the 2nd to the 5th century AD.
In relation to the dating of the reliefs, his inexperience led him to see parallels with Merovingian
examples, although he preferred the parallels with steles from Burgos that show the same lack of
classicism but are denitely Roman. These are the two main reasons why he provisionally dated
the rst building phase to the 4th century AD.
As for when the monument was transformed into a church, rst of all he suggests the 9th century
due to the fact that he saw parallels between the remains of paintings found in the centre of the
vault and creations of the same artistic school that decorated the church of Santullano de los
Prados (Oviedo), as the motifs on the vaults in the side apses are identical.
Once the pool was discovered by Chamoso lamas, he rejected the origin of the monument as a
tomb and assumed it was an ancient shrine with a medicinal fountain. he observed a relationship
in the layout of the arches and the pool, and so he now stated that the inside rebuilding dated back
to Roman times. It continued in use as a pagan temple for some time longer. Checking the stylistic
features of the paintings, both on the vault and on the inside surface of the arches, led him to date
the rebuilding to before the end of the 4th century. The relationship to the paintings in Oviedo was
therefore unrelated to dating and now designated Bóveda as a local antecedent, a reference point
of the classical renaissance promoted by the kings of Asturias as the monument was within the
borders of their ancient kingdom. he stated all this without taking into account that there could
be other Roman examples that no longer survive, that were nearer and conserved unchanged in
medieval times.
In the rst conference of classical studies held in Galicia, in Santiago de Compostela and
Pontevedra, in July 1979, Schlunk insisted on his theory that the division of the arches was not
related to the transformation of the monument into a church. The only thing he dated to this
time was the covering of the pool.
The motifs of the paintings, both on the arches and the inside vault, are the same and had to be
painted at the same time (and the vault built too). This is unmistakably shown by the gure of a

bird on the foot of an arch. The symbolism of the paintings could be suitable for a shrine, but never
for the main decorations of a church.
he therefore asks what the function of the arches could be, as he believes they were neither purely
ornamental nor the result of the transformation of a shrine into a church. he emphatically
disagrees with Gómez-Moreno (whose change of opinion in 1966 he did not understand),
Chamoso, Núñez and Fontaine.
Theodor haushild, an old collaborator of Schlunk, identied Bóveda as a shrine with Roman
paintings dating to the 4th or the 5th century AD but at the same time he doubts that the
iconography is suitable for a shrine. The reliefs are earlier, possible from the rst phase, the same
as the pool. This unequal dating is established by the diﬀerent materials used on the outside and
on the inside of the building. he dated the remains on the upper oor to a 12th century
Romanesque church.
The building features on the inside of the monument expressed by haushild, together with the two
painting phases possibly identied by Sabine Noack-haley, led the latter to publish a theory that the
second phase was related in some way to Asturian art. Even so, she acknowledges that the last
phase at Santalla is older, although no more than ve centuries before the Asturian period.
At the end of this section there is a bibliography containing the most signicant references made up
to now, but it would be unfair to omit the names of other researchers such as Isidro Gonzalo Bango
Torviso, Ramón Blanco Areán, Antonio Blanco Freijeiro, José María Castroviejo Blanco-Cicerón, Marcial
González Vigo, Eduard Junyent i Subirà, Felipe Senén lópez Gómez, José Pijoán, Francisco Javier
Sánchez Cantón, Blas Taracena Aguirre, José Trapero Pardo and Joaquín Yarza luaces.
A complete bibliography about Santa Eulalia de Bóveda is available on Internet at ( hYPERlINk
"http://www.boveda.org/bibliograa" http://www.boveda.org/bibliograa). It is constantly
updated and includes the work of other authors who have looked at the famous monument as
an archaeological, historical and /or artistic reference from the point of view of cultural heritage,
in press articles, travel guides, tourist promotion, ction etc.
A brief reection
Many papers looked at the dating and function or functions attributed to the building at Santa
Eulalia de Bóveda and the many diﬀerent conclusions are also varied and contradictory. The lack
of a clear historical denition was clear from the earliest digs and pointed out by lópez-Martí at
the end of his monograph published in 1934, in which he includes a summary of some of the
diﬀerent opinions about the monument – a pagan temple to worship pagan gods, a Roman
building devoted to Christian worship, a Roman building used for a Priscilianist church, a Roman
building devoted to the nymphs and a Visigothic church.
As we have seen, over time these opinions were enriched and complemented with other new
ones, some more correct than others. The challenge of shedding light on the numerous mysteries
enshrouded by these famous remains is an attractive one given that new proposals are usually
guaranteed reasonable coverage in both the mass media and scientic journals. The range of
previous interpretations is so broad that any new proposal usually has an older one to support it.
On one occasion a certain position was even held based on the initial proposal of a certain
prestigious researcher who had later rejected his own theory.
A large part of this interpretative diversity is based on the non-existent or very limited
documentation of the archaeological work carried out on the monument in recent history, which
makes a correct interpretation of the remains impossible and opens up the door to the abuse of
conjecture in the analyses.
This historiographical peculiarity of Santa Eulalia de Bóveda has been expressed in one way or
another by various authors. The words of Milagros Guardia are a good example,
The mystery, maybe mysteries, that its explanation seems to enshroud doubtless derives from two
factors. One of them is the fact that archaeological digs have not been suﬃcient, as they have
always been limited to the perimeter of what is conserved, and the documentation about details
in the work that aﬀected it is moderate at best. The second factor is the conditioning that the
diverse hypotheses generated in the search for certain parallels and precise correspondence.
Nobody would deny that a working hypothesis comes with the need to nd proof and justication,
but it is a completely diﬀerent matter to force a monument to speak in a way that it should not.
If this happens in academic and scientic publications where not only the researcher’s own prestige
is in play but also that of the institution that backs him or her, we can only imagine what could
happen in other more independent means of communication, such as Internet. The advantages
in communication provided by new information technology need no defence when it comes to
publishing and this independence should always be thought of as positive. The ease with which
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we can access publications should also demand a greater eﬀort when it comes to selecting and
judging how sound a source of information is, the validity of what it says and how good the
arguments are.
Once again, we have to underline the fact that the enigmatic nature of Santa Eulalia de Bóveda is
mainly due to the lacunas generated by the unsuitable interventions the monument has been subject
to. Regardless of the irreparable damage that has possibly been caused to the monument by these
omissions, the lack of publications and the diﬃculty of access to what has been published have
contributed to projecting more uncertainty about certain aspects of the archaeological investigation.
A signicant part of the papers about the archaeological work carried out has recently been
rescued from oblivion by the author of this text, Enrique Jorge Montenegro Rúa, in a monograph
about Santa Eulalia de Bóveda. I chose to focus less on the interpretation of the monument,
paying more attention to comparing data found in the various diﬀerent reports and papers and
in an exhaustive historiographical check. This is helping to clear up some problems of the
interpretation of this historical and artistic treasure, such as the original situation of certain
architectural and decorative elements, the relationship of the monument to water, the
identication of contemporary changes in the building’s structure etc.
This new data has been summarised in this paper, conditioning the subjective criteria of the
eloquent interpretative novelties and pointing out those in which imagination has run riot. Such
is the case with an article published on Internet that identies Santa Eulalia de Bóveda as a temple
devoted to the goddess Cibeles. The empty space between the original monument walls and the
concrete structure erected in the 1970’s by González Trigo to lower the water table is seen as a
kind of sacred aviary. Another signicant example of an erroneous proposal is the one that claims
that the pool is a contemporary invention.
The historical and archaeological exploration is not over yet, and so the obligation that every
researcher who takes part in it is under is to be as exact as possible. There are many factors to bear
in mind when attempting to clear up the diﬀerent mysteries still remaining and that will be solved
when we know more about both the real world and the imaginary one and about the real key
players in Santa Eulalia de Bóveda, our ancestors.
F1. The discovery
The left or south side window in a photograph published in Vida Galega to announce the discovery.
It was described as the "entrance into a recently discovered thousand year old hall".
F2. Archaeological work
The excavation of the monument after its discovery (1926-1929)
One of the decorated marble fragments dug up during the first excavation. Two symmetrical
fish can be seen on it. According to lópez-Martí, the symbolic value of the fish as a
representation of Christ is further proof that the archaeological remains are those of a primitive
church. This relief, together with the other marble fragments, is in the Diocesan Museum of
the Cathedral of lugo.
F3. After the initial clearing inside it became clear what the layout would be. Two arches with
plant decorations growing out of a kind of crater one at each end (one of whose feet can be seen
in the background, on the main wall), divide up the three aisles. Also in the background, but in
the centre, is a wide arch identied as triumphal. On top of the remains from the clearing is a
fragment of a column that has been restored to its hypothetical place.
F4. Detail of paintings on the foot of an arch.
F5a. Taking the steps from the lower to the upper oor apart.
The steps were removed once the excavation process was nished, as part of the last phase of
restoration and drainage as they were not considered to be original; the empty space was also
covered. The large blocks in the foreground are fragments from the central part of the vault after
it collapsed.
F5b. Fragment of a funeral stele with astral symbols that was reused as part of the stairway
that was removed. The iconography of this stele was very frequent in Roman times, especially
in Galicia and in general in the northern half of the Iberian Peninsula. Information Centre of
Santa Eulalia de Bóveda.
F6a. Photographs taken by ksado after restoration work.
On the outside, reliefs of human gures on the porticoed vestibule of the original front.
F6b. The inside is full of the famous paintings. One of the two windows through which light shone
into the inside of the monument after it was covered with a reinforced concrete plaque to protect
it from bad weather.

F7. Manuel Chamoso Lamas’ archaeological work (1945-1960)
Exploration work
The pool under the marble pavement was discovered early on. View of the inside taken by
Catalonian photographer Aldof Mas Ginestà in 1931, in which we can see the surroundings of the
place the water was discovered in. Arxiu Mas, Amatller Institute for hispanic Art.
F8. Photograph of the lifting up of the pavement by Chamoso lamas, in which the marble
agstones seem to be oating on the water. Chamoso collection, Our lady of the Rosary Royal
Academy of Fine Arts.
F9. Fragment of the Roman altar with the incomplete inscription PRO SA. This was found towards
the end of the 1920’s when the yard was being extended and the eastern boundary wall was
knocked down. The expression pro salute was very frequent in latin epigraphy as a votive oﬀering
for cures. Provincial Museum of lugo.
F 10. The restoration by Luis Menéndez Pidal and Joaquín Pons Sorolla
Restoration plan of the inside of the monument. General Administration Archive.
F11. One of the few photographs in which we can see the paintings on the reconstructed vault.
Chamoso collection, Our lady of the Rosary Royal Academy of Fine Arts.
F 12. Remains of mural pantings found at the Provincial Museum of lugo years after they fell oﬀ
the ceiling and into the pool.
F 13. Attempts to optimise conservation (1974-1983). Research by Alberto Balil Illana
One of the few published graphic documents of Alberto Balil’s work. Through the entrance we can see the
platform he erected over the pool to check how the inside humidity aﬀected the paintings. he explored
the left hand side of the vestibule. Juan José collection, historical Archive of the Province of lugo.
F 14. Architectural restoration by Antonio González Trigo
The inside of the monument after Menéndez Pidal and Pons Sorolla’s restoration work. The water
overowing from the pavement and aﬀecting the walls can be clearly seen. Juan José collection,
historical Archive of the Province of lugo.
F 15. The pipes under the pavement before and after drainage work by González Trigo to increase
the drainage ow, according to the 1974 restoration project. General Administration Archive.
F 16. Proposal to optimise the conservation of the monument in order to avoid further water
ltrations by building a ventilation chamber and covering it with a roof. The monument before and
after González Trigo’s restoration work in 1974. General Administration Archive.
F 17. Photograph of the end result of the architectural restoration once the decision was taken to
rebuild the original monument in a subjective way that damages its historical interpretation. Study
before Manuel Gallego and César Portela’s work. Institute for the Conservation and Restoration of
Cultural Assets.
F 18. The paintings after a surface cleaning, once the architectural restoration and drying of the
pool had nished. Institute for Spanish historical heritage.
F 19. Recovery of the primitive architectural layout (1983-1993)
Research by Francisco Guitián Ojea
Archaeological excavations by Felipe Arias Vilas and Rosa Gimeno García-Lomas
The end of a pipe under the granite pavement with the stone that sticks out on the edge of the
pool. Institute for the Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Assets.
F 20. Restoration work in the yard. After lifting the agstones that covered it, the double drainage
pipe installed by González Trigo, the manhole and the regulation can be seen. Institute for the
Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Assets.
F 21. The restoration of stone elements by José María Cabrera Garrido
The restoration of the mural paintings by Carmen del Valle Galbán
Photograph of the rst phase of the restoration of the paintings in which the support was
reinforced. Institute for the Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Assets.
F 22. The elimination of additions: the architectural restoration by José Manuel Gallego Jorreto
and César Portela Fernández-Jardón. The monument before and after work by architects Manuel
Gallego and César Portela. Institute for the Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Assets.
Geophysical prospecting
Interpretative studies
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The rst articles. Trends of interpretation
The argument for Christianity
F 23. The horseshoe arch is common in Roman funerary steles in the north and north west of the
Iberian Peninsula. Fragment from the 2nd or 3rd century. Museum of león.
F 24. A mosaic with the Nile as its topic. It forms part of the pavement decoration at the Byzantine
church of the Multiplication of Bread and Fish dated to the 5th century, built on top of a 4th century
chapel. Scenes from the Nile were very common in Roman villas and were adopted by the Christian
and Jewish world as a symbol of heaven on earth.
F 25a. The mausoleum discovered in Isnik (Turkey) in the 1960’s has various structural and
decorative similarities to Santa Eulalia de Bóveda.
A signcant diﬀerence is the clear Christian attribution due to the presence of the chrism.
F 25b. Detail of the entrance to the mausoleum and its inside decoration.
F 26a. The argument for paganism
Reconstruction of the front
Gómez-Moreno’s intepretation
F 26b. Architectural parallel from the patera of Theodosius, from the end of the 4th century. Royal
Academy of history.
F 27. Gómez-Moreno’s plans showing the location of the water deposit under the marble cover.
F 28. Relief of the cripples. Ovid: "Medicine cannot cure gout in the feet, neither can powerful
water help". Martial: "Do you fear the henchman? Gaius is crippled by gout and would prefer to
suﬀer a thousand lashes".
F 29. Bird relief. An ibis? Elianus points out that when the ibis puts its head under its wings, it
looks like a heart. Pliny: "The ibis with its curved beak eliminates waste through there, where it is
very healthy to purge remains of food".
F 30. Bird relief. A phoenix? Tertullian: "[…] more of an animal than a bird, although it has a
crest, a small head, long neck and long legs". Plautus: "It ies fast".
F 31. The only surviving fragments of the poetic and probably funerary inscription. Provincial
Museum of lugo collection.
F 32. Other ndings
According to Ramón Corzo, the horseshoe arch is more functional than decorative.
F 32a. In order to build a horseshoe arch over an empty space there is no need to prop up the
whole access area, as the base it is built on is held up by the foot of the arch itself.
F 32b. In the case of Santa Eulalia de Bóveda, the arch was not on a lintel, as Gómez-Moreno proposed
as the imposts are inclined. In this type of building, underground or with just one entrance, this kind of
constructive solution is necessary so as not to block the entrance. According to Corzo, the representation
of the horseshoe arch on the steles would therefore symbolise this kind of funerary building.
F 33. The building of a barrel vault with incorporated arches (according to Viollet-le-Duc). This
technique can be seen in the monument in question.
F 34. Relief with oral decoration, recently dated to the 3rd or 4th century by Sergio Vidal, together
with the sh relief. Diocesan Museum of the Cathedral of lugo.
F 35. Special reference
Side and length cross section of a mausoleum near the city of Taman in Russia, on the shore of
the Black Sea.
F 36. The front, cross section and layout of a mausoleum representative of the Syrian examples
consulted by Schlunk.
F 37. Schlunk published sketches of the decoration on the lost fragments of the central vault. The
sketches are the work of his collaborators.
F 37a. Architect h. hanson was in charge of the graphic documents during Schlunk’s visit in the
early 1930’s.
F 37b. Magín Berenguer Alonso, an expert in preromanesque mural painting in Asturias also
sketched the Bóveda fragments in the 1950’s. he said they were technically better than those
at Santullano.
F 37c. Detail of painting at Santullano de los Prados in Oviedo. According to Magín Berenguer, and
Schlunk too, the paintings at Bóveda are an example of Roman antecedents that the Asturian
painters based their own work on. They were quite rigid in their work, more concerned with
recovering classical canons.
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